Cloning of a cDNA for a constitutive NRT1 transporter from soybean and comparison of gene expression of soybean NRT1 transporters.
We have isolated a cDNA for a putative transporter, named GmNRT1-3, in the NRT1 family from soybean. It was predicted to have a similar topological structure not only to both GmNRT1-1 and GmNRT1-2 reported previously, but also to other members of the family. Two other cDNAs isolated have parts of the sequence for putative NRT1 transporters, GmNRT1-4 and GmNRT1-5, suggesting that at least five NRT1 transporters occur in soybean. These GmNRT1 genes and the GmNRT2 gene, encoding a soybean NRT2 nitrate transporter, showed different expression patterns to each other under various nitrogen conditions. Specifically, GmNRT1-3 was constitutively expressed in both roots and leaves, while GmNRT1-2 was gradually expressed as the roots developed in the presence of ammonium as a nitrogen source, but not in the presence of both ammonium and nitrate. Based on these results, we discussed the possible regulation in the expression and role of these transporters in nitrate uptake.